A Commentary On Samuel Eliot Morison’s Address “Harvard’s Past”, 7 November 1935

by Bruce C Wearne*

In section 3 of his Tercentenary Lament - ‘The Note of Religion’ - 1 we have presented in succinct form Samuel Eliot Morison’s “Harvard view” of the relationship between the university and religion. “The College was a religious foundation,” he writes. The word “was” structures all of the subsequent argument. Despite there being phrases and turns in the argument which might suggest that Morison regrets the development away from Christianity, thus placing himself somewhat within, rather than outside, the original founding framework of Harvard, it is yet true that the historical development is presented fatefully as an inevitable regression-declension from Christian faith. This regression is not only presented as a move of Christian conviction away from the centre of Harvard’s life and thought: it is a move away from Christian conviction in the sense of assurance of profession.

“Christianity was the inspiration, and the unifying force of all their studies.” Colonial students were instructed within the framework of John Harvard’s aim for the College, “to lay Christ in the bottome, as the only foundation of all sound knowledge and learning”. But, Morison observed,

the spirit of religion in the University has been ebbing during the last century. Instead of learning by and for religion, we are fortunate if we can make a religion of learning.

It is in this way presumably that Harvard had disappointed the expectations and aspirations of its founders. Rather than learning being endowed with ultimate meaning by virtue of its being a means to an All-Inclusive End, the turn away from the direction set by its puritan found-
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ers has been interpreted as a necessary integration within the task of learning itself. With the onset of post-puritanism learning, scholarship and theoretical endeavour could be treated as an end unto itself, says Morison.

The strange and forbidding logic of Puritanism had turned men's minds to the science of this world. When seen in the retrospective light of history this is indeed mysterious, Morison implies. But the logic which inspired men broke down. This puritan rationale of intellectual engagement, which had spurred the development of the scientific mind, broke down under the weight of its own antinomies and ambiguities.

Reference should be made here to the long post-puritan tradition which has painted Calvin as a bète noire. RK Merton presents a view of Calvin in his famous work in the sociology of science, Science, Technology and Society in Seventeenth Century England (1936) which is a good example of a perspective which simply assumes that it knows what Calvin meant to say. On the basis of a sociological formulaic insight Merton could claim to explain why the Calvinist traditions which flowed from him contributed to western thought in such an ambiguous and contradictory manner.

In contrast to RT Kendall, for instance, who saw in English Puritanism a movement toward dogmatic scholasticism, Merton is certain that the process moved in the opposite direction: from dogmatism to a more liberal and opened-up conception of science.

Again there must be no confusion between Calvin's own teachings and those of the subsequent Calvinist-Puritan movement [note], particularly in England, for the latter represents a marked development of the Great Reformers' conceptions, rather than a rigid maintenance of them.

The footnote reads:

One of the basic results of this study is the fact that the most significant influence of Puritanism upon science was largely unintended by the Puritan leaders. That Calvin himself deprecated science only enhances the paradox that from him stemmed a vigorous movement which furthered interest in this very field.

This view that Calvin (possibly like the rest of us) had no real idea of the consequences of his doctrinal reformation is further developed where Merton says:


Cabin's point of view, which closely resembled the patriarchal view of God's secret will was submerged by the implications of his other tenets, which led to directly opposed developments.

A religion understood here, as throughout this essay, as those ethical and moral beliefs and practices which constitute a system of faith and worship, that is, as a religious ethic — may indirectly promote the cultivation of science, although specific scientific discoveries are at the same time vehemently attacked by theologians, who suspect their possibly subversive nature. Precisely because this pattern of interlocking and contradictory forces is so often analysed, it is imperative that we distinguish clearly between the intentions and aims of religious leaders and the (frequently unintended) consequences of this teaching. Once this pattern is clearly understood, it is not surprising or inconsistent that Luther particularly, and Melanchthon less strongly, exaggerated the cosmology of Copernicus. In magisterial mood, Luther berates the Copernican theory: "Der Narr will die ganze Welt Astronomie machen, aber wir die Brüder Schrift angehängt, so hiera Jossa die Sonne stehet und nicht das Ende der Welt." Likewise Calvin frowned upon the acceptance of numerous scientific discoveries of his day, whereas the religious ethic which stemmed from him inevitably inspired the pursuit of natural science.

This development, as science taking on a new life of its own was perhaps largely retarded in Geneva because there the authority ruling in Calvin himself, rather than in the implications of his religious system, was not soon dissolved.

It is in a similar mood to this that Morison has painted the secularisation of Harvard College. But it is well to reckon with the fact that this view was well entrenched at Harvard by the time both Morison and Merton were to profile their historicographic formulations in 1936. Puritanism's hold over the intellectual direction of the College had to subside.

It could hardly have been otherwise; for the Puritan creed was too logical for the human intellect, and too severe for human nature.

Here Logic as an external 'cause' is replaced by logic as an internal arrangement of elements. And within Puritanism the Logic had, in ef-
fect, encouraged logic which had in turn radically undermined the originally taken-for-granted Logic of Christian motivation. John Harvard's style of Puritanism had promoted the establishment of the College at Cambridge, Massachusetts. But the College, in action, had not only promoted Puritanism. It also promoted, and was promoted by, a Christian reformation zeal to go further and better, with a tolerational spirit which sought a better understanding of the kind of religious understanding wherein they stood. Here we witness the development of a particular kind of Christian desire to remain known as Christian even though one wishes to dispense with one's traditional (and presumably less than tolerant) label. Tolerationalism, within Protestant Christianity, would make a public virtue out of disclaiming one's own religious roots, especially when they are judged to be inherently intolerant in the light of the newly discovered wisdom one is seeking to promote in the present.

Even before the end of the seventeenth century the stricter Puritans were dissatisfied with Harvard; for learning had taught the teachers the defects in their forebears' creed, and they were reaching out for something broader and better. Yet the College stood sturdily for historic Christianity in the larger sense against the various sects into which Puritanism was breaking up.

Read in its historical and ecclesiastical context of Congregational Establishmentarianism, which characterised Massachusetts, we have a vision of Puritanism dissolving internally. However we need also to see this in terms of:

a. the American revolution and the search for a coherent nationalism;

b. the religious pluralism inherent in the American colonies and "read into" the American constitution by the first amendment concerning the constitutional protection of the US Congress to make any law concerning the establishment of any religion; and

c. the ongoing movement of the Enlightenment.

Breaking up the Puritan movement may have been but what precisely was it which was breaking up? Could it have been a Cambridge Platonist interpretation of the intellectual character of the Enlightenment? Its own internal dissolution—namely the severity of its presumed Logic—cannot explain it on its own.

---
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George Whitefield had noted Harvard's low temperature. It was from this time that, according to Morison, Harvard became known for its "indifference" and it has maintained such a label ever since. Morison sides with the idea that an academic community should be characterised by its quiet scepticism; and it is in this public service that Harvard has made its contribution, he says. But it was with an open candour, Morison notes, that Harvard approached the teaching of its students. Its freedom from ties of a confessional, creedal or ecclesiastical character to any one church or group of churches gives to the Harvard community a peculiar freedom at once precarious, lonely and inspiring.

By keeping clear of sectarian reefs, Harvard finally floated off from Christianity altogether; and it is a little lonely on the high seas of philosophy! Fifty years ago the logical step was taken of abolishing compulsory chapel, and making Christianity, as it were, a free elective. Yet this loss is a part of the price we paid to become a university. The medieval universities, to be sure, were schools of the Church; but Harvard grew up after the unity of Christianity had been shattered. Loyalty to one particular sect would have hampered the search for truth, and prevented that universality of learning which is required of a modern university.

Here we encounter the peculiar relationship between Harvard's post-Puritan contra-sectarian Christianity and voluntarism as a religious alternative. Almost as a Christian existentialist, Morison feels the spiritual loneliness of the twentieth-century seeker after spiritual truth, if not historical insight.

Is there not a hint of critique here: "making Christianity, as it were, a free elective"? The Evangelical wing of Christianity would protest that "Christianity is Christ - a personal relationship - and cannot be contained within an 'elective'." The main-line churches would see this as an opting out by the institution into a bland, moralistic Christianity without any committed goals for a social-communal love in action. Yet Harvard tries to steer a middle course, implies Morison, which wanted to be Christian, open minded and scientific. It cannot be denied that the Christian Ideal is central for Harvard, but its way of developing its life in response to this ideal is to form a forum in which all scholars are equally 'at home'. Is this the Harvard ethic and the spirit of Amnitarianism? Those spiritually attuned to the original puritan logic might find themselves excluded as "sterile Calvinists" and indeed would experience an intense loneliness on the high seas of this secularistic scholarship and ideology.

Underlying the resultant programme, implies Morison, is the quiet puritan confidence that it is within such a commonwealth of knowledge and research that the scholar who is inspired truly by Christian ideals
can make a timely, pertinent, historical and helpful contribution.

It is clear that Morison's "whig" (or secularised whig) rendering of Harvard's past, contains many themes that are reminiscent of "reformational philosophy" and the Kuyperian view of the university. It is also clear that there are serious problems with the Harvard view of religion and its relation to the university but it is not so easy to pinpoint exactly what those weaknesses are. Nor is it so simple to disentangle them from the real and to be welcomed strengths of the Harvard position.

The central point of Morison's position, the heart of his peculiar dilemma, arises out of his attempt to present a Christian voluntarism.

Religion cannot be an effective and positive force in any school or university unless that school is tied to some particular communion.

Here the unifying power of religion is viewed as being mediated by "some communion" - religion may not be sectarian but in the era in which Harvard grew up religion had become more and more sectional. But can any school or university be effectively and positively coordinated by some one religious community?

Morison is perplexed by the issue since he has noted an apparent tension that once learning was expressive of a sincere and pious religious devotion in "lay Christ at the bottom", whereas now Harvard had inverted the relation - Christianity is one area of life in which the scholarly devotion to "lay learning itself at the bottom" prevailed. Hence religious piety in prone to run counter to the piety and civility - the good republican virtues - of the post-puritan community of scholarly tolerance.

This is the Harvard form of the devoto moderna. Morison is not wrong where he points to the supposed victory of the supposed doctrine of human autonomy in the hearts and lives of those who increasingly took charge of Harvard's secularised polity. But the picture is muted; there is an inner reluctance, also shown in Morison's other works, to face up to the fact that this involved a "historical takeover". After all a tolerationist historiography will not want to exclude John Harvard from the history of the college which took his name.

But as a Christian thinker, if that is what Morison was, he seems to have succumbed to the supposed victory of the supposed autonomy postulated through a dogmatic anti-dogmatism which capitulates to history as to an inexorable fate. He assumes that to ask the critical question of the doctrine of human autonomy is, of necessity, caught up in an alternative dogmatism. For him Christian-puritan thinkers are those who derive their sense of autonomy from reliance upon an objective, external revelation of truth. Religious preference is something tied inextricably to personal liberty in both the private and public spheres. Self worth and confidence to participate in a tolerant democratic society depends on the self worth which derives from one's store of private capital, material or other. Hence at the back of his analysis is an uncriticised acceptance of the ideological presumptions of the USA - that nation which has built itself into, and marketed itself as, the embodiment of the modern way - and scholarship and economy.

For Morison "the unity of Christianity has been shattered". Presumably the founding of the United States, and its initial puritan experiment, was the last great attempt to restore that unity. It failed. The residue was the public legal order of toleration in its premier modern sense. It may still have some puritan traditions clinging to its body politic, but the inner structuring principle has changed fundamentally. With the disappearance of that Christian unity in an historical sense, there is little left but for serious Christian believers to track back into their chapels and reminisce about what might have been if we had not become so enlightened.

Morison's dilemma is that his historical investigations tell him of the decline of Christianity while he knows that for him as a western man "the way to God leads through history". In his search he hears/over-hears/discovering that the search is at root incoclusive. The Calvinist doctrine of human reassertion of our creational stand Comn Deo in the light of the work of Jesus Christ has all but dissipated. Even the assured unity of the search, in a subjective sense, holds only minimal hope. One can find perhaps a measure of publicly endorsed confidence in a community of shared virtues - but even here the ultimate worth of the
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shared scholarly quiet scepticism and institutionalised "Harvard indifferentsm can only be speculated upon. It is another piece of data which can be subjected, again, to the same scrutiny.

This emergent world-view does not base the inconclusiveness of religious conviction in the emergence of science and its method, but for Morrison it is given on the basis of the shattered unity of Christianity. Whereas for positivism Christianity had to be reconstructed, Harvard’s approach is a capitulation to fate and a submission to the demands of a scientific and democratic society which of necessity sees Christian profession marginalised and turned into an optional discipline.

Appendix

Section 3 of Samuel Eliot Morison’s Tercentenary Address “Harvard’s Past” 13

3. The Note of Religion

Let us be thought to indulge is too much pride, let us now consider an aspect in which Harvard disappointed the expectations of her founders. The College was a religious foundation. Christianity was the inspiration, and the unifying force of all their studies. Like Augustine and Aquinas, the Puritans accounted pride of knowledge a deadly sin; and colonial students were instructed “to lay Christ” in the bottom, as the only foundation of all sound knowledge and learning.” But the spirit of religion in the University has been ebbing during the last century. Instead of learning by and for religion, we are fortunate if we can make a religion of learning. It could hardly have been otherwise; for the Puritan creed was too logical for the human intellect, and too severe for human nature.

Even before the end of the seventeenth century the stricter Puritans were dissatisfied with Harvard; for learning had taught the teachers defects in their firebeards’ creed, and they were reaching out for something broader and better. Yet the College stood firmly for historic Christianity in the larger sense against the various sects into which Puritanism was breaking up. During the great religious revival of 1741, the evangelist Whitefield found Harvard College to what to him seemed a shockingly low state of religious temperature - his “hot-gospelling” left the College cold. It was then, in 1741, that the cry of “Harvard indifferents” was first raised; it has often been heard since, and there is truth in the charge. For this academic community has been singularly cool to emotional appeals: whether religious, political, or of last economic in nature; and an attitude of quiet scepticism, of willingness to bear combined with reluctance to commit oneself or act, is never popular. A century ago, the abolitionists regarded Harvard as a stronghold of the slave power; and our Southern friends reproached us for not stamping out the abolition menace. Nineteen years ago, the University was be-